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While neither of us has any real objection to playing by new
rules, there was nothing about these particular rules that
struck us as noticeably new or even in any way regular.
The rate at which the newness of each new thing diminishes
can be represented by a set of rules, which characterise the
appearance of the phenomenon as the attainment of a trophy,
and which demonstrate how our attachment to it is likely to
double within an increasingly short stretch of time.
Our apprehension about taking on the new guy was alleviated
by our adherence to a set of private rules which require, first,
that we meet him in one of the bars behind the concourse
of the station and, second, that we trump any offer he
might attempt to make by a combination of verve, humility,
diligence, gratitude and guile.
The new governor’s insistence that the rules are incontestable
will go on sounding like a picnic on the slopes of a slumbering
volcano until a further instalment of Berlusconi’s instructions
arrives in the morning mail.

If he doesn’t double the value of the trophy he’s offering us,
the rules he says we need to go by will just seem kind of
sludgy, and a little fragile, and a little too new.
When he said he thought he might double back and try
and retrieve the trophy, he almost had us convinced that
it was the trophy that he was interested in, and not the fee
we had mentioned, which was double his usual bonus.
The double quartet were ripping it up with their trophy
trumpeter and that fidgety young drummer, and the
trombonist coming in a couple of bars behind with that
loose, laconic trump to his timbre which threw everything
out of perspective.
The year we won the double, we didn’t claim either trophy,
but spent the summer by the lake in the north volcano
region with the radio tuned to Berlusconi’s broadcasts
and that jerky kind of music they go in for up there.
Just as we return to the apartment, there’s this sudden
trump behind us and a flash which bars us from seeing who
else is in the room, and when we come round it’s like we’re
living by different rules and feeling a kind of confidence
which, we have to admit, is new and not at all unwelcome.
The distant trump we think we hear on our second night
behind bars brings to our minds the only trophy we ever
imagined: a roomful of friends and a double-length summer
and a smell like milky coffee wafting around the apartment.
A sudden trump in our confidence was behind our decision
to go and explore the local bars though, inasmuch as we
remember what happened that day, it was something that
took place in one of the bars that was behind our impulse
to suddenly trump on out of there.

Difficult from this distance to know for sure whether the
trump we hear behind us is more bars being unloaded from
the bullion truck, the volcano shrugging off its slumber,
or the rumble of rumour that’s like an epidemic whenever
Berlusconi’s out of town.
The idea that Berlusconi’s actually imagining this volcano
will make the regions he rules appear any more prosperous
in the eyes of the new investors.
After her lengthy weekend with those business friends of
Berlusconi’s, she shows up at the apartment in her scuffy
brown volcano-boots with that trophy-winning giggle of hers
and a grin at least double its usual width.
Ahead of Berlusconi’s volcano visit we while away some
time in the tourist bars until our reputation for working
permanently behind schedule will trump any attempt we
could make at redeeming our career.

W

Not only the question of whether Berlusconi’s volcano was
actually a volcano, but our unresolved doubt over the sense
in which it might be thought of as Berlusconi’s.
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